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Meet The Team
The Preferred Team has grown over the years, and we wanted to take a
minute to share a bit about ourselves. With over 20 years of combined
experience, the Preferred team is passionate about consulting with our
clients and members to continue revolutionizing the workplace industry. To
contact any of our team members, please visit our Meet The Team page.
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Follow Us on
Shannon Nagel
VP of Sales and Operations
7 Years with Preferred

Steve Soldavini
Business Development Manager
7 Years with Preferred

Shannon has run two marathons and Originally from up north, Steve likes
is training for a third!
being able to provide clients with one
point of contact for all their needs. In
Shannon loves being able to work
this age of automated technology,
with a great team who has
clients have had to learn to deal with
revolutionized benefits for corporate the loss of human interaction. He
clients while maximizing value to
likes prioritizing clients and strives to
Preferred's members at over 550
build a lasting, professional
locations across the country.
relationship.

Liz Bowen
Corporate Account Manager

Kate Borden
Sales and Billing Coordinator

6 Years with Preferred

6 months with Preferred

Liz is a rare Atlanta native and has
never lived anywhere else!

Kate enjoys running and is a big fan
of the University of Georgia's football
team - Go Dawgs!

Liz enjoys strategizing with clients on
their flexible office needs and
developing relationships that foster a
sense of trust that they can count on
her to help their teams be
successful.

Kate enjoys being able to help
provide flexibility to Preferred clients
with No-Term agreements and doing
business with members from all over
the US.

New Instagram Feed
Join us on Instagram! Preferred Office Network's brand new
Instagram feed just launched and we'd be honored if you
followed us (we'll follow back)! We'll be sharing all about our
fantastic business center properties and how Preferred clients
have access to the most flexible terms in the industry at each of
our 550+ locations.
Click here to follow @preferredofficenetwork

Read Our Blog
Read the Preferred Office Network blog here.

